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Investigating Chronic Illness in Pathways to Housing Clients 
Joshua Malerich MS-2 
Dr. Lara Weinstein MD, DPH* 
Approximately 553,000 individuals were homeless in the US each night in 2017, each at significant risk 
for substance use disorder, severe mental illness, and untreated chronic disease. Housing First (HF) is an 
evidence-based model for reaching high risk homeless individuals by providing a personal home to 
clients without the requirement for abstinence. HF has been shown as effective as other frameworks in 
remission of substance use, connectedness in the community, and client perceived quality of life, but 
there is a gap in the literature regarding the impact of HF services on clinical measures of chronic health, 
which could help further bolster HF’s evidence-based practice. Using SAMHSA data available from 5 
participating Philadelphia HF centers, this study evaluated survey responses via the CMHS NOMs, as well 
as blood pressure, BMI, and breath CO at baseline, 6 months, and 12 months enrolled into the program. 
Survey responses were evaluated using Cochrane Q test and clinical endpoints were assessed through 
paired t test. Clients perception of their own health improved, as well as their own perceived social 
connectedness. However, there were no differences noted in any of the clinical endpoints measured. HF 
clients are at high risk for substance use disorder and serious mental illness, which makes short-term 
progress on health concerns difficult. While responses to surveys matched the literature, no 
improvement in measured clinical endpoints suggests revaluation of a more mature data set and 
emphasis on collecting clinical endpoints such as HbA1c and Lipid studies to further evaluate HF services 
in Philadelphia.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
